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Curved Spoke Wheels without CNC
Some time ago, I became intrigued by the prospect of making a curvedspoke flywheel. Not that
I needed one for anything in particular, I just wanted to see if it could be done without
computer controlled machines. I did find an article by Cedge on the HomeModelEngineMachinist
site http://www.homemodelenginemachinist....p?topic=3169.0 describing in pretty good detail
how it could be done with just a milling machine and a rotary table.
After spending some time going over and over the writeup, I finally found the time to give it a
go. I drew up my wheel using SolidWorks as my CAD system (maybe I did use a computer
controlled machine after all!) until I was satisfied with the look. I then used the CAD capability
to determine the centers of all of the necessary curves.

To mount the stock on the rotab, I made some wooden tnuts that filled the tslots in the table's
faceplate. Deck screws through an 8" square 1" thick MDF into these tnuts secured it. I then
made a 1/4" hole in the MDF's center of rotation by milling with a 3/16" end mill while turning
the table. Insert a pressfit dowel there. Dial the spindle in over the dowel.

I drilled a 1/4" hole in the center of my blank, then put it on the MDF. Some small sheet metal
bridge clamps around the periphery with deck screw hold downs into the MDF secured the
blank. Set the rotab to zero degrees.
The locations of the various holes could now be determined from the drawing and executed on
the mill. 5 times around each. Holes 1 and 2 were 3/4", and all the rest were 1/4". This is where
my procedure diverges from Cedge's. I used my drawing to determine the center of the arm
curves, while Cedge uses what he calls the "second template". I believe that is only an
advantage if you don't have a good way to determine the center of the arm's curves. My use of
CAD took care of that, and I think was MUCH easier, and possibly more accurate.
Once my plate was full of holes, I removed it and repositioned each of my Hole 5's on the
rotab's center plate. Set the radius tangent to Holes 1 and 3, and mill out one side of all 5 arms.
Reposition each of the Hole 4's on the rotab's center plate, set the radius, and mill out the other
side of all 5 arms.
Now, put the plate back on center, and mill out the last side of the "triangle" cutouts between
the arms. Done.

Some minor cleanup, deburring, etc, and you have a pretty nice end product. No telescope, but
a fun project. This one turned out fairly dainty and graceful looking, but by varying the curves
you could also make it robustlooking. It is somehow hard to describe to the nonmachinists
what is so hard about doing this, though.
EDIT: Be cognizant about small diameter end mills not being long enough to go all the way
through your stock. You can always flip the part over and work from the other side as well, but
this is lots more messing around. I kind of wish that I had made my Hole 3 be 3/8" instead of
1/4". That would have allowed me to use a 3/8" end mill for making the cutouts instead of a
1/4", which barely reached through.
Last edited by sbmathias; 11242010 at 04:07 PM.
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that looks really good, I think you nailed the proportions. In other examples I've seen they fall a
bit short in this regard but that looks very good. I wonder if there is some long lost set of rules
for curved spoke wheels?

.
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Nice work BTW!
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I'm impressed! But that's easy.
How much setup/machining time if you don't mind?
Seems most everything I make is worth $800.

Mike
My Dad always said, "If you want people to do things for you on the farm, you have to buy a
machine they can sit on that does most of the work."
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Originally Posted by MotorradMike

I'm impressed! But that's easy.
How much setup/machining time if you don't mind?
Seems most everything I make is worth $800.

Setup time was an hour or so, including getting the vice off and the rotab onto the mill table,
mounting its faceplate, making the wooden tnuts, cutting the MDF slab and securing it, and
routing the pin hole.
Machining time was a couple of hours. I had already found a chunk of aluminum that was 7"
round. Lots of time spent clamping and unclamping and moving the blank to cut all the arcs.

If ignorance is bliss, why aren't there more happy people?
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What advantages do curved spokes have? Besides looking totaly awsome
I read somewhere that curved spokes were more forgiving of shrinkage when casting in iron.

Weston Bye  Author, The Mechatronist column, Digital Machinist magazine
~Practitioner of the Electromechanical Arts~
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Very nice work! few people realize how difficult that is to do
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I'm impressed and, unlike Motoradmike, that's not easy to do!
That is an elegant and well executed solution to what would initially appear to be a difficult
machining problem (from my novice perspective, anyway!).
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Fantastic job!
Originally Posted by Black_Moons

What advantages do curved spokes have? Besides looking totaly awsome

The spokes are under a lot of tension when the casting cools. A straight spoke is more likely to
fracture than a curved or dished spoke.

"Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by
the ones you did."
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A slight adjustment of the curves would put the centers of the spoke arcs outside the OD of the
wheel. You could drill the holes there to center the piece on the rotab for each cut, then
machine away the excess material to the desired OD.
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